I discuss the cosmological implications of neutrino mass including the cosmological relic density and dark matter, the galaxy structure limits on neutrino mass, nucleosynthesis, supernovae, cosmic rays and gamma ray bursts.
Introduction

Recent SNO results
1,2 when combined with other solar neutrino data especially that of Super-Kamiokande 3 strongly favour the large mixing angle (LMA) MSW solar solution 4 with three active light neutrino states, and θ 12 ≈ π/6, ∆m undetermined. The CHOOZ experiment limits θ 13 < ∼ 0.2 over the favoured atmospheric range 10 . The minimal neutrino sector required to account for the atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillation data consists of three light physical neutrinos with left-handed flavour eigenstates, ν e , ν µ , and ν τ , defined to be those states that share the same electroweak doublet as the left-handed charged lepton mass eigenstates. Within the framework of three-neutrino oscillations, the neutrino flavor eigenstates ν e , ν µ , and ν τ are related to the neutrino mass eigenstates ν 1 , ν 2 , and ν 3 with mass m 1 , m 2 , and m 3 , respectively, by a 3 × 3 unitary matrix called the MNS matrix
Neutrino oscillation experiments give information about the mass squared splittings ∆m 
Cosmological relic density and dark matter
In the early universe neutrinos were in thermal equilibrium with photons, electrons and positrons. When the universe cooled to temperatures of order 1 MeV the neutrinos decoupled, leading to a present day number density similar to photons. If neutrinos have mass they contribute to the mass density of the universe, leading to the constraint
corresponding to
in the standard notation where Ω ν is the ratio of the energy density in neutrinos to the critical energy density of the universe (corresponding to a flat universe), and h = H/100km/Mpc/s is the scaled Hubble parameter. From the current tritium limit on the electron neutrino mass in 13 together with the atmospheric and solar mass splittings we have a stronger constraint 0.05 eV ≤ i m i ≤ 6.6 eV (4) corresponding to the range
which implies that neutrinos cannot be regarded as the dominant component of dark matter, but make up between 0.1% and 14% of the mass-energy of the universe.
Galaxy structure limits on neutrino mass
Recent results from the 2df galaxy redshift survey indicate that
under certain mild assumptions 14 . This bound arises from the fact that the galaxy power spectrum is reduced on small distance scales (large wavenumber) as the amount of hot dark matter increases. Thus excessive amounts of free-streaming hot dark matter would lead to galaxies being less clumped than they appear to be on small distance scales.
However as discussed in 15 such bounds suffer from parameter degeneracies due to a restricted parameter space, and a more robust bound is
Combined with the solar and atmospheric oscillation data this brackets the heaviest neutrino mass to be in the approximate range 0.04-1 eV. The fact that the mass of the heaviest neutrino is known to within an order of magnitude represents remarkable progress in neutrino physics over recent years. This implies that neutrinos make up less than about 7% of the total mass-energy of the universe, which is a stronger limit than that quoted in the previous sub-section.
Nucleosynthesis
The number of light "neutrino species" N ν (or any light species) affects the freeze-out temperature of weak processes which determine the neutron to proton ratio, and successful nucleosynthesis leads to constraints on N ν discussed in 16 . The limit on N ν applies also to sterile neutrinos, but they need to be produced during the time when nucleosynthesis was taking place, and the only way to produce them is via neutrino oscillations. This leads to strong limits on sterile-active neutrino mixing angles which tend to disfavour the LSND region, also discussed in 16 ). Note that these limits assume that the lepton asymmetry is not anomalously large 17 .
Supernovae
It is well known that 99% of the energy of a supernova is emitted in the form of neutrinos, so one might hope that by studying supernovae one can learn something about neutrino physics. Indeed studies of the neutrino arrival times over a 10s interval from SN1987A in the Small Magellanic Cloud have led to the mass bound
The LMA MSW parameter range may also have some observable consequences for SN1987A 19 . However it should be remarked that Supernova physics has difficulties simulating explosions, and understanding how the spinning neutron star remnant is kick-started.
Cosmic Rays
It has been a long standing puzzle why ultra high energy (UHE) cosmic rays are apparently observed beyond the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff of 5 × 10
19 GeV. The problem is that such cosmic rays appear to arrive isotropically, which would imply an extragalactic origin, whereas neither protons nor neutrons of such energies could have originated from more than 50 Mpc away due to their scattering off the cosmic background photons which would excite a delta resonance if the energy exceeds 5 × 10
19
GeV. Yet despite this, several groups have reported handfuls of events above the GZK cut-off, and various models such as the Z-burst model have been invented to explain how the GZK cut-off could be overcome 20 . See also 21, 22, 23, 24 . The basic idea of the Z-burst model is that UHE neutrinos can travel much further, and scatter off the relic background neutrinos to produce Z bosons within 50 Mpc. Neutrino mass is required to increase the Z production rate, so UHE cosmic rays and neutrino mass are linked in this model.
Reecently data from Fly's Eye, Yakutsk and expecially HiRes have brought into question whether the GZK cut-off is being exceeded at all. A recent analysis based on these data suggests that there might be no problem with the GZK cut-off 25 , as shown in Figure 1 . On the other hand Fly's Eye and HiRes establish the cosmic ray energy from observing the fluorescence of Nitrogen molecules using a rather dated technique. The issue should be resolved soon by the Pierre Auger Observatory, which can both measure the shower's pattern on the Earth's surface, and the fluorescence of the shower in the air.
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs)
GRBs are distant (z ∼ 1), energetic and enigmatic. According to the fireball model (for a review see 27 ) GRBs may result from the core collapse of a very massive supernova to a compact, rotating black hole. The energy is emitted in beamed relativistic fireball jets which are expected to contain copious neutrino fluxes. GRBs can thus be regarded as a high intensity, high energy neutrino beam with a cosmological baseline.
In some models of quantum gravity 28 neutrinos of mass m obey the dispersion relation relation is that the effects of both quantum gravity and neutrino mass will cause time delays in the arrival times of neutrinos compared to low energy massless photons, as shown in Figure 2 26 . Using the millisecond time structure of GRBs it may be possible to measure neutrino masses from time of flight delays, in principle down to 0.001 eV 26 . However this estimate assumes complete understanding of GRBs, and large enough event rates, and in practice there are many theoretical and experimental challenges to be overcome.
